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                          I. Introduction. 
   The liolynieri7ation f ethylene.in the gaseous phase has been studied by many 
investigators'-1°', at elevated pressures as well as at the atomosphcrc .pressure. 
They have reported that at the reaction temperature higher tha» 3,o°C a con-
siderable amount of liquid products is formed besides the gauous hydrocarbons, 
such as propylene and butylene. Further it has also been found that in this 
reaction a small :unount of oxygen acts as a caGilylser°~'•1°], the reaction is of the 
and order°•"•16101 (a different result has also been reported)'°], and when the oxygen 
cuntent, he pressure of the Temperature exceed certain limits the reaction becomes 
explosive, ~~esulting a decomposition f ethylene into carbon and hydrogen. 
    Now, in the latest patents'r'181 it is described that, when the ethylene is poly-
merized at extremely high pressures, uch as 15co-3ooo atm., the tough and high 
melting paraffin called polyethylene is obtained as the product.. 
    In the present paper some experimental. results regarding tote ntacropolymeri-
zation of ethylene will-be reported. 
               I[. Apparatusand experimental procedure. 
    Iithylene u'as prepared by the dehydration.of ethylalcohol using almina as 
catalyst and it n•as refined. Its average composition was as Follows 
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       ~ The autoclave of I3 m~m internal diameter and of 4o cc. capacity was heated 
         externally. htlrylene was compressed iuit~at room of lower temperature, andthen 
        the temperature of the autoclave was .gradually raised. "I'he reaction velocityis
        determined by the decrease of the pressure at a fixed temperature. "I'he products
         were dram. out, at~room temperature, after .fhe reaction and then.wcighed.They 
        were white 2nd powder-like. The melting points of them were determinedby the 
        
• conventional method. The moleadar weights n•ere calculated fi•om the viscosity 
        of their solution in tetraline at 75°C according to the iormula: 
            ' III . Experimental results, 
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   Fig, r reprr_ticnts an csamplr of the pres-
SnrC ChangC dul'mg the polymerizltion. Similar 
curves were obtained in all esperitnents. Plot-
ting' ~ - ~ against the reaction time t (in 
u mincite), straight lines are obtained, as shown 
in the same fi„wre, where p and pe represent, 
the pressures at the beginning of the reaction 
anti the time t respectively. "Plus indicates that 
the ieaction is to be of the second order. 
The velocity consttiant k is calculated using the 
         I t ' equation p - p =kt. 
a ce of the reaction temperatures. ~
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 z) Tlu reproduciGility and limnageneity of tlu reaction. 
     Table I shows the influence of~ the-temperature on the reaction. The 4th 
 column of it gives the constants of the reaction velocity evaluated as above. 
     The fact that various experiments at the same temperature and the same 
 pressure give similar velocity constants, as seen in this table, seems to indicate that 
 the reaction is sufficiently reproducible.. The molecular weight of the product in 
-the experiment 13-t5 is larger than that of the other in the similar experiments. 
 This ma}~ be attributed to extraordinarily gradual heating in this experiment. This 
.view can also be justified by tL•e other experiments. 
     ht order to know, the effect of wallon the reaction, iu the experiment ]3-25 
 the autoclave as filled n~th z4.5 gr. of the lathe waste of the same material as 
 the reaction vessel, so that the surface azea in-.the autoclave ryas increased 3.5 
 times as large. In this experiment any appreciable influence could. not be found 
 in the reaction velocity as compared with those. in the autoclave without the lathe 
 waste (B-I5, B-f 6, I3-zI). We can conclude from this experiment the homogeneity ' 
 of the reaction quite definitely. The same conchlsimt ryas obtained by M. V. Krauze
 and otliers'=' in the experiments at-the temperatures of 3f5°C-38o°C. 
 3)1'/re iirfliaeuce of e/te teru~eratvrre, 
     As is seen in TableI, the reaction is accelerated asthe temperature is Wised. 
 The relation behveen -p - Pa vtd t is also represented by a straight lineat 
 different temperatures as Fig. z shows. This verifies that the reaction is'of the 
 zad order likewise at various temperatures under the present conditions of experi-
 ment. In Fig. 3 the .logarithms of the velocity constants, l05 k, are plotted' against 
 the reciprocals f the absolute temperature, T . From this curve the Activation 
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     energy is evaluated s 40;000 cals. 
        The reaction product .of the largest molecular weight was obtained at a 
     temperature of zyo"C. 
    4) T/re irejlutvtce of t&e ¢~'essnrt. • 
         Dunstan and his co-wod:ers1B1 found that the increase of the pressure has the 
    effect to lower the temperature of the polymerisation. -The same fact is described 
     in the patents,iP•'a' . 
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tree have seen in 3) of this paper, the reaction velocity can be represented 
                    by the equation of t1le znd order reaction,in the 
                       pressure range of t5oo-I ZOO atm. In order to
                    examine the applicability of the equation to raider
a 
                    range of pressure the experiments hown in Table 
                       2 were carried out. -The relations between
                 e^' 
  •~ p - ~~ and t of these experiments were plotted 
                    in Fig. q. 
                        It can be found that the relation Between 
~,~„ '• ~ "' ~ - I and E can not, in any of those experi-
 In0uunce 0C the pressure. ~ r0 
A. F., Punstan, E. N. ITngue ind .R. V. Wheeler, htd. Eng. G,em., 26, 309 (t934).
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          meats, be represented by a single sG'aight line, but by a broken one consistingof 
          two or three straight lines, This shows that reaction constant becomes uddenly
          smaller in the course of polymeriultion, although the second order equationholds 
          in each instant during the reaction. 'Chas, in an extreme case, the three stages 
          of the different second order reaction .are observed in an experiment as shownin
          Table 3. Although the reaction const<lnts of different experiments are foundto
          coincide pretty well each other, they have aot always the same value in the same 
          pressure range. 1'he lapse of time from the beginning of the reaction seemsto
          play some roles for sudden change of the velocity, so that this reaction can not 
          be simply interpreted as a simple. second order chemical reaction. 
             It may be found from Table 2 that the molecular weight of product is 
• increased with increasing pressure. • 
          5) T/re ir~NCUCe of ox~~geu. 
              As mentioned in the beginning of the present paper, many investigators found 
          that oxygen has a catalytic action even in its small amount. Isspecially S. Lenher]
          assumed. that the first step of polyrneri~,ation is the reaction bet;veen ethyleneand 
          oxygen. In the patent description' ~'xt i  is also found that, as the oxygen content
          is increased, the reaction temperature becomes lower. The present experiments in 
          which the oxygen content in ethylene svas. gradually increased gave an unexpected
          result, ns shown in Table 4, that the reaction velocity was decreased with increasing 
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oxygen c9ntent. 1'he molecular weights ofproducts seem to become Ia~er as 
oxygen content is increased. 
                         Discussion. 
    i) According to our cxperimenhl iesults, the polymerisation f ethylene at 
pressures of iooa-~Roo~ atm. and temperatures of z6o°C-z85°C deems to be a 
homogeneous reaction of the 2nd order, the activation energy of ~i~hich is 40,000 
call. ~ hlomever, asthe velocity constant decreases in case of very high pressure 
stepwise in the course of the reaction, it cannot be concluded simply that the
i
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reaction is a real bimolecular oue.' 
    The reason why tluee stages appear in the reaction velocity may be, on one 
hand, the deviation of the etltylene fro~u the ideal gas, though the reaction proceeds 
really homogeneous and Uimolecular, ~s the deviation must be eminent undo} such. 
a condition of the pressure as applied in ow experimeltt. On the other hand, it 
may be attributed to s6itte complicated chemical. circumstances, uch as disappea-
ratice of some catalytic substances present in a small quatrtity. 1n our present 
sihtation it is not possible. to decide which assiuiiption is more plausible. ~ 
    At any rate it may be coiroenient, at least for the practical purpose, to 
represent our experimental results by the second order equation. 
    Pease't found that the polymerization of etltylene at a pressLUe of to atm. and 
temperahtres of 35o-355°C is a second order reaction, whose- activation energy is 
I
35~00o Gals, and its stoic factor is ~ooo , tvhilc F. P. Jahn'a/.calculated the 
velocity constant of the reaction from the 'theory of the absolute reaction rate, 
obtaining the same value as Feasts results, and he explained successfully the 
smallness of its stetic factor Calculating the reaction constant under our experi-
mental catditions by John's -formula, we find that the theoretical values are in 
complete agreement with our experimental results as shown in Table 5. 
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     Jahn's formula eis~s derived ion the assumption that two etylene molecules. 
 polymerize to' but}'lene. The products of our experiments are of the molecular 
' weight S,ooo-zo,aoo, or t'ue polymers of 300-700o etltylet:e molecules. The resuits 
 of the calculation according to Jahn's formula should, therefore, be multipled.by 
  t5o-3jo. Tlms the agreement between the theory and the experimental results 
 giden in 'Table 5 is to bC interpleted as it reveals contt.ldictiun of the theory to 
  the experiments. , 
      z) ]f this reaction proceeds actually by a bimolecular ntcchanism, it may be' 
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    ethylene molecules forms an activated ethyiede, which gro~ys; by the collision with 
    ethylene molecules step by step into a higher polymer sustaining activatedsbltc, 
    until it is deactivated by the collision with an'ethylene-molecule'resulting'a norm l 
    polymer. Then the velocity of chain intiation is givem by kits, where k, is the 
    velocity constant of the chain initi9tion `and c is the concentration of ethylene. 
   The deactiva[ial velocity of activated molecule is given by k9cd, wherek, is the 
    reaction constant of the deactivation, and a,is the concentration of the activated 
    molecules. 
       At the steady state will be 
                                   k,c-k,ca (I ) 
       The {iual reaction velocity - ~ is given ~ bythe velocity, with which the 
    activated molecule reacts with the normal ethylene : . 
t 
                           - `~ ~r~c2 (2)                    a
ft 
    where k_ is the velocity constant of the c]><1iv .growth of the activated inolecide. 
       From (I) and (2) we obtain 
                                  ~ _ a'c_ k,k, 
                                      (d't kg 
       This shows that the polymerization.is the reaction of the secopd order. 
       Farther, the average poly'inerization-degree.can becalculatcd, in this case, as 
   the quotient of the final reaction velocity divided by the velocity of the chain 
   initiation as follows 
                                          k,k., ~: _ ke 
                       ~ t ~ -k~r ka 
       3) As regarcl the effect of the oxygencontent our results, shotviug a 
   decrease of the reaction velocity in.its presence, contradict with the results n( the 
    former investigators. 'T'his eems to require :detailed shtdies. 
  
' V. Summary. 
' I) The macropolymeri~ation of ethylene is studied under the conditions of 
   the temperature ange 250-285°C •aitd the pressure range t8oo-1000 atm. 
 ' z) 1t is found that, witlun a certain giressure .range this reaction proceeds 
   apparently .according to the equation of the znd order xeaetion. 
~~ ~ - /. r 
~'+
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     3) The oxygen content in ethylene_ is found to decrease the reaction 
  velocity. 
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